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IN THE COURT OF THE SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, (S) TEZPUR. 

G.R.Case No. 1653/14 

U/s. 379 I.P.C. 

 

STATE 

Vs 

SRI PRADIP MILI AND DIPU BORA 

                                                                                                            ... Accused person. 

 
PRESENT:  JYOTISMITA SARMA, A.J.S. 

  Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate, Sadar, 

  Tezpur. 

 
For the Prosecution: Learned A.P.P. L. Hazarika and R. Goswami. 

For the Defence: Learned Counsel Sri A. Bhuyan 

Charge Framed on: 23/07/2015  

Evidence recorded on: 01/10/15, 27/05/16 

Argument heard on: 14/02/17 

Judgment delivered on: 21/02/2017 

 

                                                    JUDGMENT 

 

1. This case arises on the strength of the ezahar lodged by informant Sri. Pradip Ch. 

Borah on 13/07/14 at Sootia Police station. The informant stated that on 13/07/14 at about 

8 p.m. while informant along with I/C Itakhola and staff were in checking duty at Itakhola 

Dhubikhola at about 8 p.m, truck bearing registration no. AS 12 E- 2759 was detained with 

loaded timber. On demand the driver of the truck and the owner of the timber could not 

produce any valid transit permit of the timber. They had stolen the timber from unknown 

place. Total 85 kb timber (approx) and one motor cycle bearing registration no. AS 12 F- 

6985 were seized. The seized items and the accused persons Prahlad Mili and Dipu Borah 

were brought to police outpost. Hence the case.  

2. On the receipt of the ezahar, Sootia P.S Case No-79/14 U/s 379 IPC registered and 

investigation was conducted by the I/O.   

3. On the basis of the ‘ezahar’ police started investigation and after completion of 

investigation the police found sufficient materials and submitted charge-sheet against the 
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accused persons Prahlad Mili and Dipu Borah U/s. 379 of I.P.C. vide Charge-Sheet No. 47/14 

dated 31/07/2014. 

4. On submission of the charge-sheet, cognizance was taken of offence U/s. 379 I.P.C. 

against the accused persons. During the course of trial copy was furnished to the accused 

persons. Upon finding course Prima-facie materials to proceed against the accused persons 

U/s 379 IPC charge was framed against the accused persons U/s 379 IPC and the charge 

was read and explained to the accused persons and they were asked as to whether they 

plead guilty to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

5. In the course of hearing the prosecution examined all the prosecution witnesses. The 

statement of the accused persons U/S 313 Cr.PC. was duly recorded. Moreover, defence 

side declined to adduce any evidence. Their case is total denial. 

6. Heard learned counsel for prosecution and defence. 

 

 

7. Points for determination:- 

 Whether the accused Pradip Mili and Dipu Bora on 13/07/14 at about 8 pm 

were found with stolen timber which they had dishonestly taken away and had 

carried the timbers on their truck of from unknown place and thereby committed 

offence punishable U/s 379 IPC? 

 

 

8. Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof:-  

 Heard arguments of both sides. Perused the Case Record. My findings are as 

follows:- 

9. PW1 Bipul Saikia deposed that he did not know the informant and he knows the 

accused persons. That on 2014, he heard that police caught a truck loaded with 

timber near the Balijuri M.E School. After 10-12 days police officer Tamang called 

him and asked him if he knows anything about the incident to which he told that 

he does not know anything about the incident. 

10. During his cross-examination, he did not know anything about the incident. 

 

11. PW2 Gojen Borah deposed that he knows the accused persons. The incident 

took place at about one year ago. He had sent driver Prasanta Borah with his truck 

bearing registration no. AS 12 E 2759 to get cow dung.  He thereafter heard that 
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the truck was used for carrying timber. He is a seizure witness of the motorcycle 

seized by police and identified his signature on the seizure list. 

 
12. During his cross-examination, he deposed that he did not know about the incident. 

He was called to police station after the incident and gave his signature on a white 

paper.  

 
13. PW3 Sarbajit Chetry failed to identify the informant and the accused persons 

and he declined knowledge about the incident. He also deposed that he heard that 

police seized a truck. 

14. PW4 Akhil Basumatary deposed that he does not know anything about the 

incident.  

15. PW5 Pranab Chr. Bora- informant deposed that he knows the two accused 

persons in Court. He deposed that on 13/07/2014 at about 8 pm, he along with I/C 

Uttan Tamang, constable Pradeep Bordoloi and commanding party went for 

patrolling and was checking at Baliguri, Dhubikhola. At that time a 407 truck 

bearing registration no. AS 12E- 2759 coming on high speed was stopped and 

inspected the truck. They found 85 kg of different variety of logs. When asked for 

documents from driver Dipu Bora he failed to furnished any documents. 

Thereafter, he seized the logs and the truck and brought them to police station. 

The owner of the logs Sri Prahlad Mili failed to produce any documents as well. He 

also seized the motorcycle of Prahlad Mili. Ext.1 is seizure list of T.V.S Apache. 

Ext1(ii) is his signature. Ext.2 is the seizure list of the truck and the logs seized. 

Ext.2(@) is his signature. Ext.3 is his ezahar. Ext. 3(i) is his signature.  

16. During his cross-examination, he deposed that S.I Utam Tamang too went along 

with them in naka duty. He has examined U/s 161 Cr.PC. the seizure witness on 

13/07/2014. He deposed that accused Prahlad Mili was not in the seized truck. He 

later came to police station in a motorcycle. He has mentioned in Ext.3, that the 

timber was brought from somewhere unknown place. In ext.3 the name of the 

owner of the timber is not mentioned. He seized the timber in presence of 

witnesses. He denied the suggestion that he had not seized the timber and other 

seizure in presence of witnesses. He denied the suggestion that he falsely 

implicated accused persons in the case. He admitted that he has investigated the 

case in spite of being the informant. He denied the suggestion that the timber 

seized does not belong to accused Prahlad Mili. He later came to know that the 

timber was brought from Sijusa area of Arunachal Pradesh. He could not ascertain 
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the person at Sijusa. But he ascertained that the owner was accused Prahlad Mili. 

He admitted that he has not mentioned that timber was brought from Sijusa area 

in exhibit 3. He has not seen the seized timber in Court that day. He denied the 

suggestion that he did not seize timber as described in ext.2. He denied the 

suggestion that he has filed a false case. He had lodged ezahar after seizing and 

examining the seizure witness. It is not a fact that no timber was seized from 

accused Dipu Bora. It is not a fact that Dipu Bora had no timber with him. 

 

17. Upon considering the entire evidence on record, the Court finds that apart from the 

informant-investigating officer, none of the prosecution witnesses examined have 

supported and substantiated the prosecution case of theft against the accused 

persons.  

 
18. This is a case of theft and to constitute the offence of theft, there is requirement of 

dispossession of the owner of the custody of the article, etc. without his consent. 

This is an essential ingredient of theft and to constitute the offence, the owner has 

to be removed from his possession by the accused without his consent in order to 

such taking. In the case at hand, the investigating officer deposed that he arrested 

the accused persons with 85 kg of timber of different trees and they failed to 

account for them. But he did not state anything about theft of the timber from its 

owner. 

 
19. The owner of the timber and the place of theft are also found to be not 

ascertained. None of the prosecution witnesses deposed about the theft of the 

timber. PW1, PW2, PW3 and PW4 declined knowledge about the incident.  

 
20. In such a scenario, the removal of the timber from its custody with its owner is 

also found to be not proved. 

 
21. It is also found that the seizure witnesses have declined knowledge about the case. 

 
22. The sole evidence of the I.O provides that on the eventful day the accused Dipu 

Borah was arrested with timber in a truck. Prahlad Mili came thereafter and failed 

to produce any documents. It is interesting to note that the informant and 

Investigating officer of this case is one and the same person. This on its own does 

not affect the prosecution case build up unless there is reason to believe that I.O. 

had an interest in the case. But the law requires that in such cases, due 
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corroboration by the other oral or documentary evidence is present to erase any 

doubt. 

 
23. However, in this case the I.O is the sole supporting witness and all the other 

prosecution witnesses have failed to support and substantiate the prosecution 

allegation. Hence, in absence of the above finding, it is found that the prosecution 

has failed miserably to substantiate the allegation against the accused persons. 

 
 

 
 
 

     ORDER 

 

24.  Hence considering the above discussions, the accused persons are found not 

guilty of the alleged offences and are accordingly acquitted and set at liberty 

forthwith.   

  

25. The bail-bond executed in favour of the accused persons are extended for a 

further period of Six months from this date.  

26. Pronounced by me in this open Court, this 21st day of  February, 2017 and 

given under my hand and seal of this Court. 

        
       
 
 

                     Jyotismita  Sarma 
                                                                   Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (S) 
                                                                                                   Sonitpur.  
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          APPENDIX 

 
 
 

    PROSECUTION EXHIBITS  
  
      EXHIBIT 1- SEIZURE LIST 
                                      EXHIBIT 2- SEIZURE LIST 
                                      EXHIBIT 3- EZAHAR 
                                       
 
 
    DEFENCE EXHIBITS 
     
     NONE 
 
  
    PROSECUTION WITNESSES 
    

                                         PW1- Bipul Saikia 
                                         PW2- Gojen Borah 

                                  PW3- Sarbajit Chetry 
                                  PW4- Akhil Basumatary 
                                  PW5- Pranab Chr. Bora                             
                                   
                               
                                   

 
                
 
  
 
   DEFENCE WITNESSES 
    
    NONE 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


